TO THE DIRECTOR

This chart is inspired by the music of Henry Mancini and the spy movies of the 1960's. Make the most of the marked articulations and dynamics to allow it to grow throughout the piece. The rhythm section should be careful not to play too busy.

The melody at measure 11 is in unison with the alto sax, trumpet and guitar. Blend the instruments so they sound equally balanced and match inflections. The shout choruses at measure 59 and 165 should swing hard, accenting the upbeats.

The solo section has written solos for the alto and trumpet, but it could easily be opened up. The background figures will work well on both choruses.

The brass ensemble section at measure 125 should be as soft as you can play until the subito hit at measure 136. There are a lot of accidentals throughout this section. The trumpet and alto sax soloists return to trade fills in measure 172 between the last two driving shout choruses. The last note goes out in time but could very easily be played on cue.

SoloMate recordings are available at kendormusic.com for new Kendor and Doug Beach releases. This innovative resource lets students practice their solos by downloading professionally-recorded rhythm section accompaniment tracks. A full recording of this chart can be downloaded at www.kendormusic.com.
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